CONTINUO SOCIETY
The Continuo Society recognizes patrons who have chosen to provide for the Bach Festival Society through their estate plans. These thoughtful legacy gifts will help sustain the Society’s mission for many years to come.

For more information about major and planned gift opportunities, please contact Executive Director Kathy Berlinsky at 407.691.1056 or KBerlinsky@BachFestivalFlorida.org

CONTINUO SOCIETY MEMBERS
Anonymous (2)
John W. and Linda Cone Allen
P. Andrew and Autumn Ames in honor of John M. Tiedtke
M. Elizabeth Brothers
Dana and Diana Eagles
Paul M. Harmon
Karen and Mickey Lane in memory of Bernice and Stanley Levy
Rob and Wendy Landry
Bonnie B. and Robert M. Larsen
Leyse Lowry in honor of John V. Sinclair
Pat McKechnie
Dr. Blair and Diane Murphy
Kenneth* and Ann Hicks Murrah
The Rev. and Mrs. Eric Ravndal, III
Drs. John and Gail Sinclair
Bosco R. and Beverly J. Slaughter
Dr. Walter Stamm
Heather and David Torre
In honor of John V. Sinclair on his 25th Anniversary
Anonymous (4)
Athalia and Robert Cope
Tim Delcavo
Michael and Aimee Kakos
Kate Delcavo
Susan D. Tucker
* deceased

THANK YOU
The Bach Festival Society would like to thank the individuals and community partners below who have generously made a pledge or contribution in support of dynamic artistic and educational programming and community engagement for the 2022–23 season.

2022–2023 SEASON DONORS
The Bach Festival Society of Winter Park is delighted to announce the Elizabeth and John Nagle Endowment for Bass Soloists in honor of bass-baritone Kevin Deas.

Long-time Bach Festival Choir members Beth and Jack Nagle understand the enormous contribution a world-class soloist brings to a choral work and have established an endowment to help ensure that the Bach Festival Society will always have the resources to engage the very best talent. Income from the endowment will be used for the financial support of bass soloists singing with the Bach Festival Society. The Nagles have chosen to name their endowment in honor of bass-baritone Kevin Deas, who is featured in this afternoon’s performance of Verdi’s Requiem.

“We have had the joy and privilege of singing with Kevin with the Bach Festival Choir and the Berkshire Choral Institute for over 25 years. We so admire his wonderful voice, hard work and kind heart, and are so pleased to honor and immortalize him through this gift!”

BACH FESTIVAL SOCIETY VISIONARIES
$100,000 AND ABOVE
Bach Festival Choir
Orange County Government through the Arts and Cultural Affairs Program
Rollins College
United Arts of Central Florida

J.S. BACH LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
$50,000–$99,999
State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Arts and Culture and the Florida Council on Arts and Culture
Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation

CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE
$25,000–$49,999
Jessie Ball Dupont Fund
Mr. Alex and The Hon. Cynthia Mackinnon
Richard Russell and Thomas Ouellette
Templeton World Charity Foundation

COMPOSERS CIRCLE
$15,000–$24,999
Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation
Thomas P. and Patricia A. O’Donnell Foundation
Borron & Beppy Owen
Anonymous in honor of John Sinclair
Wayne and Robin Roberts
Sally and Jack Schott
The Joe and Sarah Galloway Foundation
Leila Edgerton Trismen
Winifred Johnson Clive Foundation
City Of Winter Park

SAINT CECILIA CIRCLE
$10,000–$14,999
Chesley G. Magruder Foundation
John Templeton Foundation
Ginsburg Family Foundation
John V. Frank
Welsh Charitable Trust

BACH FESTIVAL SOCIETY VISIONARIES
$100,000 AND ABOVE
Michael and Aimee Kakos
Bonnie B. and Robert M. Larsen
The Tiedtke Family

CHORAL CIRCLE
$7,500–$9,999
The Rev. Eric and Sarah Ravndal III in honor of Dr. John Sinclair
Bosco R. and Beverly J. Slaughter

PATRON’S CIRCLE
$5,000–$7,499
Anonymous
Nicki and Jeff Bromme
Charles Hosmer Morse Foundation
Charity Challenge, Inc.
Festival of Orchestra Endowment
Kathryn Grammer
Beverly M. King
Massey Services Inc.
Beth and Jack Nagle
Bj Price
Kelly Price
Kelly Price and Doug Sealey
Drs. John & Gail Sinclair
Dr. Joe and Sue Warren

ARTISTIC CIRCLE
$2,500–$4,999
Anonymous
John W. and Linda Cone Allen
Andy and Autumn Ames, in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Mr. And Mrs. P. Andy And Autumn Ames, in memory of John M. Tiedtke
Jay H. Berlinsky
Kathy Johnson Berlinsky
M. Elizabeth Brothers
Dana S. Eagles
Leon and Larissa Glebov
Allan and Linda Keen in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Andrea and Philip Kobrin

SAINT CECILIA CIRCLE
$10,000–$14,999
Chesley G. Magruder Foundation
John Templeton Foundation
Ginsburg Family Foundation
John V. Frank
Welsh Charitable Trust
THANK YOU

Karen and Mickey Lane in memory of Jean Murphy
Karen and Mickey Lane in memory of Estera Toaxen
Karen and Mickey Lane
Jeanette G. Leinbach
David R. Mattson
The Mayflower Retirement Center, Inc.
Dr. Tracy Truchelut and Mr. Robert A. White
The Wideman Family in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding

BENEFACORS
$1,000–$2,499
Anonymous (4)
Anonymous in memory of Clifford and Marilyn Lee
Keith and Eleanor Ackermann
David and Judy Albertson
Ellen Arnold
Richard Baldwin
Donna Borko
Dr. Rita Bornstein
Freddi and Jim Goodrich
Linda Modrak and Bill Gallo
Barbara and Richard Fulton
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Wagers
Jodi Tassos in memory of John Tassos
Kathryn Chicone Ustler
Judy and Lee Van Valkenburgh
Harry Vaughn and Betty Brady
Michael and Kimberly Weathers
Betty Jane and Cecil Wilson, MD
Armand and Alison Zilioli

FRIENDS
$500–$999
Anonymous
BlackBaud
George and Leslie Andreae
Tim and Sue Antoniton
David B. Bower
Donald and Rhonda Bartlett in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Carolyn Blice
Diane G Boswell in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Drs. Gary and Gloria Cook

THANK YOU

Thomas Cook and Patricia Simmons
Raphael Arenas Fernandez and Family
Alvaro and Routa Gomez
Debra Brown Hagan
Wallace H. Hall
The Mark and Lori Harris Charitable Fund
Allison and Peter Hosbein
Nigel John and Heather Badawi John
Frank and Etta Jean Juge
Rita Lowndes
Dr. Jim Madison
Sally McHenry
Cecil and Carol Moore
D’Arcy Murphy
D’Arcy Murphy in memory of Charles E. Murphy, Natalie Murphy and Patricia Murphy
Eva Murphy in memory of Robin Murphy
Donald A. Nash in memory of Marie D. Nash
Jane Secrist Newnum
Jane Newnum in honor of Ruby Abreu and Stephanie Rivera
Dr. and Mrs. James F. Niss
Deede Sharpe and John Parker
Gregory and Barbara Phillips
Dr. Daniel and Lesley Podberesky
Dan and Barbara Preslar
Frank Rynd
Dr. Richard Sandler
George and Joan Schiele
Jim and Pat Schroeder
Karyll Shaw in honor of Charlie and Noreen Shaw
Keith McIntyre and Richard J. Skaggs
Dale Smith
Joan and Harry Travis
Donna and Keith Van Allen
Frank and Karel Vojek in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Wagers
Lance Walker
Harold A. Ward
Diana Webb and Dr. T.J. Tropp
Diana Webb in memory of Sylvia Kurth
Diana Webb in memory of Dr. Donald Beyer
Bruce A Whisler
Gwendolyn B. and Wilford J. Williams
Mike and Gartretelle Wilson

SUPPORTERS
$250–$499
Anonymous (5)
Phil and Jennifer Anderson
Billy Aylward
Mrs. Carol Beyer in memory of Dr. Don Beyer
Cecelia Bonifay
Terry Breese
Lawrence D. Brown, M.D.
Kimberly & Charles T. Brumback, Jr.
Dale and Patricia Burket
Minter L.N. Byrd in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Nancy Constant
Grant and Peg Cornel
Margaret W. Cruickshank
Howard Davis
Michael Dively
Katrina and Ray Eaton
Mary Anne Elwood
Endean Fund - Mr. Jeffrey Endean and Dr. Myrna Endean
Candice T. Erick
Daniel Flick
Bill and Joanne Frederick
Penny S. Gilman
Stan and Regina Griggs
Gregg Granlund Family
Marty and Mike Haddad
Debbie And Larry Halye
Amine and Paula Harb in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
John and Marianna Hawkins in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Marc Himmel
In Memory Of Norman L. Hull, Esquire, Awesome Dad!
Beth and Jack Iser
Toni Jennings
Bette Jore
Kyle, Pat, and Mason Kanny in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Kenneth and Ann Murrah Hicks Endowment
Paul and Nola Knouse in honor of Dr. John V. Sinclair
Yen-Yen Kressel
John and Ku
Dr. Mubarak Shah and Ms. Becky Lee
Gerald and Kay Marin
Carol McKeve
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Lois H. Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Minderman
Ann Hicks Murrah
Mark Nevins in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Perry and Jane Nies
Liana and Frederick Pacilli
Martin Phillips
Roger D. and Rosalind Ray
Magdalena & Clemens in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Joy Roney
Dr. Ante Rudez & Giulia Rudez
M.J. Schmid in memory of Dr. Don Beyer
Vivian Southwell in memory of Sylvia Kurth and Dr. Donald Beyer
Jeffrey T. Speeri
Rene Stutzman
Dr. and Mrs. James Talcott in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Beatrix Truax
Susan and Michael Tucker in memory of Dr. Donald Beyer
Susan and Michael Tucker
Barbara L. Turner
Rebecca Hull and Jeremy Udell
Drs. Jeannine Vlaicu and Ann Gleig
Paul and Madeleine Vilmos
Cezarina and Ray Vinillla in honor of Stela and Dumitru Toaxen
In honor of Peter Schreyer,
Crealde’s Executive Director
Katy Moss Warner
Jane R. White
William C. Schwartz Fund
Art and Louise Yergey Legacy Charitable Fund
Art and Louise Yergey Charitable Fund

CONTRIBUTORS

$100–$249
Anonymouse (8)
Anonymous on behalf of Tim Delcavo
Rossana Abate in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Ruby Abreu in honor of Miguel Abreu
Milcent Adams and Michael Anthony
Giovanna Adimari in memory of Daniel B. Leonard
Stewart Anderson
Meg Baldwin
Mary D. Balk
Jim D. Beck
Jerry Janesick and Cheryl Bollinger
Brenda Bullock-Paget in memory of Tom T. Cole
Susan J. Burdette
Leslie Ann Chiorelo
Anne Claiborne and William Grisaitis
Ellie Clark
Guy and Donna Colado
Carolyn G. Coleman
Martin Collins
Francis and Giselle Conway
George Dappert and Judy Wixted
Edward and Janet Davenport
Katie & Ari in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Janet De Guehery
Jason Dewrell in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Dante Duperre
Sharon K. Dywer
Sharon K. Dwyer in memory of George and Marie Kramer
Marjorie and Harold Emmert
Mary Frances Emmons and Roger Roy
Elizabeth And Philip Eschbach
Carolyn M. Fennell
Deirdre and Shayne Floyd in memory of Dr. Donald Beyer
Larry and Alice Fortunato
Nicole Fournier
Friend of the Bach Festival Choir
Brad & Christina Gant
Elicia Garcia
Betsy Gardner Eckbert
Gary L. Geipel
Gail Graham
Katherine and Justin Green in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Scott D. Greenwood
Ben and Nancy Grzeslik
Lawrie Platt Hall
Mr. and Mrs. John Hallenbeck
James and Nancy Hannah
Kathryn Harbaugh
Patricia Higginbotham
Barbara Hillerman Lieske
Dr. and Mrs. G. Wyckliffe Hoffler
Elizabeth Hyden
Silvia S. Ibanez

THANK YOU

Mrs. Patricia E. Jenkins
Leislly and Sondra Jones
Sandy Jordan
William and Sue Jordan
Donna and Ed Kania
Marc and Henrietta Katzen
Richard and Martha Kessler
Carol Klim
Felice Koscinski
Phyllis Lachman
Lancaster Family Fund
Chad LeMeur in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Dr. Michael and Diane Levine
Nancy P. Lewis
M.J. Lowitz
Chris Ludemann-Davis in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Elisabeth J. Luke
Dr. Ken and Mrs. Trisha Mangeson
Paul Massimiano
Carolyn Maue
Justin McGill
Drs. Bill and Neva Meek
Friend of the Bach Festival Choir
Susan Miller
Carolyn Minear
Karen Morin in honor of Dan and Nancy Sharp
Joseph Mundy
J. Michael Murphy
Augustus Myers in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Linda Naughtin
Roxanne Niles
Luke M. Noles
Thomas O’meara
Dr. Mary Palmer
The Mary Palmer Family Foundation
M. Carmela Pantano in memory of Dr. Donald Beyer
Larry and Alice Fortunato
Nicole Fournier
Friend of the Bach Festival Choir
Brad & Christina Gant
Elicia Garcia
Betsy Gardner Eckbert
Gary L. Geipel
Gail Graham
Katherine and Justin Green in honor of Alex and Deanna Tiedtke’s Wedding
Scott D. Greenwood
Ben and Nancy Grzeslik
Lawrie Platt Hall
Mr. and Mrs. John Hallenbeck
James and Nancy Hannah
Kathryn Harbaugh
Patricia Higginbotham
Barbara Hillerman Lieske
Dr. and Mrs. G. Wyckliffe Hoffler
Elizabeth Hyden
Silvia S. Ibanez
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*Donors recognized for their gifts and pledges received in support of the 2022-2023 Season prior to publication date of this program guide. We apologize for any errors or omissions.